
Managing Metal Risk Exposure - Hedging 
Strategies and Related Accounting Issues  

A Short Course 
 Sunday 26 April 2015 in New York City 

11:30AM - 4:30PM - Lunch will be Served 
at Opia Restaurant  

57th Street & Lexington Avenue NYC 
(followed by a Delegates Dinner with Guest Speaker starting 5PM, ending 7:45PM) 

This is a half day course on market risk that addresses the decision making structure necessary 
to manage the exposure pertaining to volatile metal markets.  It will be structured in a workshop 
format to provide HANDS ON LEARNING. 
 
The workshop presenters will cover several CASE STUDIES and encourage two-way 
PARTICIATION and ENGAGEMENT from ATTENDEES. 
 
This Short Course is designed for finance, sales, procurement and accounting professionals 
focused on pricing strategy, market risk management, commodity finance and derivative 
accounting. 
 
Core issues to be addressed in this workshop are: 
 

 Formulating a commodity risk management program – strategy and tactics. 

 What are the important trends impacting firms that are hedging and why?  

 Understanding the derivative markets and instruments used to manage risk. 

 Trade execution.  Which strategies to use at cyclical price peaks or valleys? 

 Administrative, jurisdictional, tax and accounting issues that management should focus on. 

These professionals will present on the following topics. 

Hedging 101: Introducing Risk Management - Futures, Options and Swaps     
Keith Gwozdz, Head of Metal Sales – Americas at INTL FCStone Inc. 

Keith will address how to use derivative contracts to manage risks and in doing so he will 
discuss the appropriate LME/CME products. Highlights of what Keith will discuss include: 

 Introductory hedge concepts  

 Futures market risks 

 Types of futures and swap hedges 

 Hedge administration and controls   

 Overview of Options 
 

Keith Gwozdz is Head of Base Metal Sales at INTL FCStone in New York providing a full array of 
client trading and risk management services on the LME and COMEX.  Keith has over 20 years 
of experience in risk management working at ASARCO, General Motors Corp, and number of 
LME brokerage firms.  He received his BS in Mineral Economics from Penn State and an MBA 
in Finance from Pace University.  He currently serves on the American Copper Council board.   

Developing a Corporate Strategy to Manage Market Risk 
Paul Shellman - Wainscott Commodities, Inc. 

Paul will provide an overview of the building blocks involved in developing a commodity risk 
management program and show how these activities can bring competitive advantages to 
different companies within the commodity value chain. He will discuss how risk theory has been 
put into practice and review the performance of these concepts. 

 Requirements and steps for establishing the corporate risk appetite and culture 



 Building in-house expertise and leveraging the organization 

 Physical supply chain mechanics – managing risk through the product’s lifecycle 

This section sets out the need for an overall strategy to manage risks and how to make good 
market-based decisions using various instruments to manage commodity exposures. Producers, 
smelters, fabricators and consumers all have exposures, but approach these risks in very 
different ways.  

Paul Shellman is a commodity risk management expert at Wainscott Commodities, Inc. He leads 
the firm’s risk advisory practice. Paul has three decades of practical experience handling metals 
and minerals exposures while at Goldman Sachs and Koch Industries. He now provides 
independent advisory services for companies seeking to manage commodity exposures. 

Using Data Analytics in Your Risk Management Program 
Todd Sibilla, Commodity Applications Specialist, Bloomberg LLP 

Todd will discuss the following issues and topics:   

 What are the important financing trends impacting firms that are hedging and why?  

 How do production costs impact the use of hedging?   

 How does Seasonality and Secular Trends impact the usefulness of Hedging? 

 What are key Market Surveillance factors? What information is critical?  

 What different types of financing are available to hedge risk?  

 What is the role of Speculators?  

 How can Bloomberg Terminals be used to track critical benchmarks for Iron Ore? Copper?  

 How do producers book them into a basic Mark-to-Market risk management system?  
 

Todd Sibilla has written numerous technical commodity articles for BLOOMBERG MARKETS 
Strategy Section. He has been a principal for BLOOMBERG TRADEBOOK LLC, and his current 
responsibilities include internal and external training, assisting in core product development, 
assisting in internal procurement planning at Bloomberg LP and for direct sales as a commodity 
product specialist across all aspects of the commodity complex.  Previously, Mr. Sibilla worked 
in Bloomberg Core Sales as a regional manager for the Americas, ran advertising sales and third 
party contributions. Prior to Bloomberg, he was an institutional salesperson for the Dreyfus 
Corp. and IBM NY Accounts. 

Accounting and Reporting Issues Related to Derivatives and Hedging 
Kristi Chenoweth, Manager, Ernst & Young LLP 

Kristi will address the requirements to qualify for Hedge Accounting under ASC 815 and IAS 39 
as well as the financial statement disclosure requirements for Derivative and Hedging activities.  
Highlights of what Kristi will discuss will include: 

 Definition of a Derivative  

 Types of Hedges 

 Hedge Criteria 

 Cash Flow Hedging 

 Fair Value Hedging 

 Disclosures  

Kristi Chenoweth is a Manager in EY’s FAAS Commodities Markets practice.  Kristi has over 10 
years of technical accounting experience, specializing in applying ASC 815 and IAS 39 to a 
variety of different kinds of transactions and commodities.  Prior to joining EY, Kristi held 
technical accounting and accounting policy roles at Direct Energy and AES.  Kristi is a California 
CPA. 


